
SESSION EVALUATIONS

GOVERNOR'S INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 7 & 8, 2009

Session: Trust in Safety

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

Bill Kessler 109

122878 4.5

122878 4.7

122878 4.7

122878 4.7

122878 4.6

122878 4.7

12Dynamic presentation - FANTASTIC! I trust bill and his info / suggestions2878

12all involvement2878

12Great speaker, dynamic2878

12Great Presentation!2878

12Great speaker very usefull info2878

12Audience participation2878

12Worksheets2878

12Awesome info.2878

12Being involved, the instructor was believable, he's from the field just like us.2878

12Good Speaker2878

12Generated good discussion and brought concepts/principles to the surface.2878

12Inspiring speaker, awesome presentation, really informative, lots to think about and apply immediately in the 
workplace.

2878

12Involvement of audience.2878

12Presenter - good motivator & working with audience.2878

12Takes safety to a leadership level.2878

12This topic was very informative and interactive2878

12It was very interactive and engaging.  Good Pace.2878

12Personalization of safety2878

12Well spoken, knowledgeable, personable, very good information, asual learning environment, fun.2878

12Very important topic that is often overlooked.  Great Speaker!!!2878

12Interacdtive, learned about topic and myself.2878

12Not many slides, interactive, etc.2878

12Good eye contact, well done.2878

12The involvement of the participants.2878

12leadership focus - participation /activities.2878
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12Bill did a great job on leading this topic.2878

12a lot of audience interaction; made us THINK!2878

12Reference sheets to take home.2878

12Relatable - funny - brings it home.2878

12Very interactive, dynamic speaker2878

12Talked about safety & production as one.2878

12Group participation.2878

12bill did a great job.2878

12Practical2878

12Good examples2878

12Speaker was well spoken, NOT boring2878

12The class participation.  The energy2878

12High participant involvement2878

12It's real and can be used in my daily work.2878

12Parcipation2878

12Like the handout to take back.2878

12Good practical solutions2878

12Good presenter2878

12group discussion, participation2878

12Reaffirmed knowledge I have but often shelve.2878

12He lives with a safety bias - believe in what he is teaching - Great!2878

12Nice work!2878

12Interaction of& got tools to use - Gr8 topic2878

12Content / presenter   Great Job Bill!2878

12Class work with those by you.2878

12Personable.2878

12Good sensible approach to a safety program that actually works.2878

12Great Audience Involvement2878

12Very interactive and great audience feedback.2878

12Left with tools not just information.2878

12Great job relating content to real examples.   THANKS.2878

12Very interactive and I will use  the materials.2878

12Involvement2878

12Everything2878

12Safety Bill's ? Coroungt? Covoungt ? Coroingt ? Covering?2878

12Very inspirational; ideas apply to all areas of life, got us involved witth others I leared A LOT! Speaker 
implements the 6 dimensions of trust! So his training speaks for itself!!

2878

12GREAT!   Interactive and fun, I'm proud what I've learned. Best speaker of my conference experience…2878
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What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

Suggested Topics for next year:

12Best session I went to all conference.2878

12Good speaker2878

12Trust assessment2878

12Emphasis on personal commitment and demonstration of trust by leadership.2878

12Involvement2878

12Practical, how to concepts for improving my performance.2878

12Realistic2878

12Can't see how it could be better.2878

12None2878

12Needs more time for this presentation2878

12None2878

12real2878

12He comment that this was only part of his whole training -2878

12None2878

12None2878

12Good as is.2878

12n/a2878

12None.2878

12N/A2878

12More about safety itself.2878

12None2878

12n/a2878

12More Time, More people2878

12Give lady next to me a bottle of water so she doesn't cough on me.2878

12More examples of how to build trust.2878

12None2878

12We need name of this subject to help others operate safely!  It's about choices people make.2878

12None2878

12Have someone introduce him & know when the class starts & ends.2878

12N/A2878

12No group interaction.2878

12NONE!!  PHENOMENAL!!2878

12None2878

12Offer suggestions for applying course conepts in environments where safety staff are technical advisors only 
and operational managerss decide whether to follow safety rules or policies.  This is commen in large 
bureaucracies.  Call if you want to discuss.   Mike Tompson 425-783-5587 Work.

2878

12Keep it every year.2878

12None2878

12maybe next year more time for entire program or "Part II"?2878

12Building Management / Worker Trust2878
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Other Comments:

12Attitude, Morals Influence on safety2878

12Have Bill put on expanded program for this topic.2878

12Same.  Continue to evolve.2878

12Ergonomic topics2878

12BRING IT BACK!2878

12N/A2878

12How to be inventive in helping others choose to operate safely.2878

12Refresher on this class.2878

12More on leadership by Bill Kessler2878

12Leadership is always a great topic.2878

12Safety Leadership2878

12KEEP THIS TOPIC!2878

12Safety Leadership2878

12question 3 marked a 5 +++2878

12Pole top rescue - you'd have more audience if after the dummy is down & the pair are starting 
CPR, have someone take the dummy back up the pole & it would keep the pace of something 
going on constantly, instead of everyone waiting around watching set-up all the time.

2878

12This session met my expectations - rated a 5+2878


